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Introduction

The Global energy demand has created a huge market which has seen countries

requiring more energy to power their infrastructural developments and create an

enabling economic growth over the past two decades. Solar power technology

which has gained global acceptability has ultimately become the main driver in

the energy market, with developed countries deploying its potential in boosting

its renewable target.

The creation of blockchain technology has further accelerated solar energy

penetration in the energy market. Speaking about blockchain and solar

technology together is like a breath of fresh air for humanity. Technology itself

empowers us to conduct business transactions efficiently and safely, build open

and fair energy governance system, build network of reliable business partners

and speed up welfare around Africa, which coincidentally has one of the poorest

power generation records globally. In cryptocurrency space, the base technology

has become a great enabler for many conventional businesses and energy is one

of such space. But there is still a human factor, which may be the reason

humanity fails blockchain revolution. Fraud, theft, phishing and even personal

incaution pose a threat to the emergence of this new technological innovation.

Over the years, there has been substantial improvement in security aspect of

blockchain space. Now users are secured with the all-important technology

solution.

While Solar power business is becoming a buzz words in these days across

major countries in the world, very few understands the core issues of people.

There are two key issues which are beyond other issues facing the nation. These

are financing and reach. People need power for daily living, but they hardly can

afford such big investment in the absence of a stable grid power. The other issue

is to extend the reach in remote area in a structured manner which can be

efficient yet simple for users and the business owners. For every business, it is
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essential that investment and sales revenue must be protected from misuse. Here

comes an innovative solution which is conceived in the business model of

SOLAREX. This is a futuristic, technology enabled and secured framework of

tomorrow’s solar global business with special focus on Africa, Asia and South

America. The blockchain technology is adapted to much needed security around

transaction and metering of solar power in decentralized mode. At the same

time, funding is planned via launching of Solarex utility token to generate

financing for leasing of Solar PV. This way, people can have access to clean and

affordable power mostly opex model and pay for only units, they consume. Our

integrated solution is going to begin a new era where everyone can access to

energy in a secured manner.

1.1 Our vision

Our ultimate vision at Solarex, is to become the largest, most efficient and

sustainable energy provider, offering energy at a cheap/affordable price for all,

and setting a new standard for energy consumption and relentlessly focusing on

customer satisfaction.

Our target is to make Solarex available across the African market with excellent

service delivery, the company’s vision would be:

● To position Solarex as one of the top five Solar power providers in Africa

● To stay ahead in the market competition via continuous innovation and

    providing efficient service with value to each customer – URBAN +

    RURAL

Vision of the team Solarex is to empower millions of lives across Africa and put

them at par with developed nation in terms of access to energy. This is enabled

by the latest technology solution from blockchain via decentralized transaction
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management capability in a secured and hassle-free manner. The idea behind the

vision is to bring everyone from Solarex team into one set of goals wherever

they work in the continent. This would pave the way for major successes in

achieving the following business objectives:

●Making solution for vast majority of the masses in self-sustainable
manner

●Attracting millions of users with greater ease in financing and reach

● Earning trust of customers by open, yet secured decentralised
transaction

● Protecting users’ interest with utmost convenience and security

●Developing business model via various channels

●Creating a global brand for future big business

The goal is to effectively extend essential utilities-qualities in 5-in-1 Solar

solution as currently unavailable in the market. The idea is to create economies

of scope where it could touch millions of lives at an affordable price. Thus,

Solarex team members have initiated plans to translate their vision and concept

into a full-fledged business plan and model for flawless execution over time. In

this manner, team would like to stand by its commitment to the business world.

1.2 Problem
In a continent with vast resources, 645 million Africans do not have access to
energy, and the number keep increasing as the population keeps rising, the
situation in Central Asia is also pathetic with some villages having access to just
one to three hours of electricity daily. The truth about global energy penetration
is that African countries rank in the top 10 of lowest access to electricity.
Citizens are forced to live on expensively maintained generator sets. The effect
of the lack of electricity is significant as it continues to hamper economic
growth and hurts investor confidence.
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In Nigeria for example, due to the shortfall in electricity supply, Nigerians have
resorted to the use of power generators to supplement their energy demands. A
staggering 60 million Nigerians presently own small and medium powered
generators with more than N3.5 billion spent annually to maintain these
generators. Unfortunately, these short term measures come with a huge price. It
is no longer news that generator fumes in Nigeria are the leading cause of
environmental health and noise hazard. Using generators to address the shortfall
is okay in the short term, but in the long run, it has serious implications, as it’s
fumes for example are hazardous and are the leading cause of cancer, due to the
fact that they contain substances like benzene, arsenic, and formaldehyde. They
also contain carbon monoxide, which can lead to slow death of those exposed to
generator fumes. Health related issues like increase cases of Asthma has even
created great concern in the health ministry and this has been attributed to over
exposure to generator fumes. Depletion of the ozone layers by nitrogen oxide
which is a key component of generator fumes has been reported severally.
In Nigeria, the noise and air pollution level far exceeds the World Health
Organization (WHO) standard. The situation is made worse, as there is no
regulatory body to monitor the emission level in the country. This makes the
tracking and proper documentation of some vital data simply impossible. For
example, between 2008 to 2014, no fewer than 10,000 persons died as a result of
been exposed to generator fumes. This figure keeps rising as no measure has
been put in place to create a cheaper and cleaner alternative energy solution.
The following were adapted from different news post that highlights the nature
of the problem

● 1.5 billion people across the globe lack electricity supply, half of which live  in
Africa, (Daily Post Nigeria 2018)

●At least 110 million of Africa's 600 million people without electricity access
live in urban areas (Greentech Media 2017)
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●Across 36 African countries, just four in 10 enjoy a reliable supply of energy
throughout the day, this means regular blackouts and vulnerable security (CNN
2016)

●Across Africa investors joke about living in a “bring-your-own-
  infrastructure” continent, in which firms must provide independent
  generators, (economist.com)

● 620 million people have no electricity, is critical to the success of global
     efforts to tackle poverty (weforum.org 2016)

To further give a clearer picture of the very deplorable energy situation in
Africa, Fig1. below is a pictogram of the top 10 countries with the least access
to electricity supply. Unfortunately, all the countries listed are from Africa and
this no doubt paints a very gloomy picture of Africa’s energy demand.

Fig1 Top 10 Countries
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Looking at the above chats (fig2.) with reference to the percentage of the
population in each of the countries highlighted above, it is apparent that there is
a huge market to be filled in terms of energy demand in Africa.
With particular reference to Nigeria, a partnership of the World Bank,
International Financial Corporation as well as local banks and energy firms,
could help assuage the pressing issue. The Lighting Africa Project, as it has been
tagged, will focus on helping to develop a private sector that will provide
electricity, using solar power, up to a million households in Nigeria. The project

Fig2: Electricity demand in Africa
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will target households without access to the national grid in rural communities
over the next five years.

In this context, we find the key problem areas are:
a) Very low installed capacity and no clear plan to cover the gap soon
b) Poor capacity utilisation is a critical pain area
c) Absence of grid power in remote locations
d) Inability to invest money on power generating units
e) Major hazards from the polluting energy sources
f) Lack of transparency and security in power transactions

With the above key issues at the front burner, we have conceived a futuristic
technology enabled idea to design something which is self-sustaining and work
in African environment. Exploring solar energy could be a more realistic option
to fix some of Africa’s power issues since building new national grids could cost
billions of dollars. The idea behind Solarex solar project, is to help ensure that
Africa achieve its renewable target which was set in 2016 when The New
African Partnership for Africa’s Development in cooperation with other
international agencies that had a focus on renewable energy, set a target of 2020
for Africa to expand its renewable energy capacity as well as achieve universal
access. In the long-term, alternative clean energy will also help countries in
Africa and other continents meet up with their ambitious plan to cut down
emissions drastically as part of the landmark climate change deal reached in
Paris in November 2015. In line with this, many nations have recently
announced a ban on low-cost generators citing health risks caused by emissions
and fire hazards. It also stepped up its national renewable energy program
through various initiatives in partnering with the western world

1.3 The Solution

The solution to the energy crises is based on our idea. Our idea is driven

from…what if the meter wrote the data directly to a blockchain and customer
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can check on real-time basis, the consumption and billing amount as on date.

This is where Solarex is designed to address all the problem areas. It is a

composite solar energy solution designed on the blockchain platform to suit the

African environment. As at this moment, many energy experts are convinced

that blockchain technology has the potential to touch off a fundamental

transformation of modern energy grids. This would be backed by the utility

token distribution for raising fund from users, investors, associates and other

stakeholders. The idea is to create something which meets tomorrow’s

technology with economic and social challenges.

In recent years, though, a growing number of smaller “distributed” power

generators and storage systems, like rooftop solar panels and electric-vehicle

batteries, have been connecting to the grid. The owners of these systems struggle

to maximize their value because the system is so inefficient. It generally takes

60 to 80 days for a Power Generating firm to get paid. With a blockchain-based

system, producers/suppliers can get paid instantly. So, they need less capital to

start-up and continuous operation of a power generating business.

In such a system, neighbours could simply trade energy with one another—a far

more efficient process than selling electrons back to the grid first. To unleash the

potential of blockchain in the energy sector, Solarex is conceived with a

composite power solution.

2.0 Solarex Project

Solarex project is all about to launch an innovative Solar Energy Solution based

on blockchain technology with Solarex utility token on Ethereum platform. As

the demand for solar and the concept of blockchain is growing speedily, there is

a greater opportunity to build big business of future. The plan is to provide much

needed financial support to own energy solution with clean solar power with

maximum value. People from any part of the nation, can own energy unit with
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minimum financial commitment, and the biggest challenge till date in most

African countries. This way, Solarex will help people with much needed power

at a competitive cost via opex model. This is coupled with flexibility of

optimizing value from excess power or co-owning a system with absolute

security and safety in transactions.

2.1 Solarex: An Innovative Five-in-one Model

Solarex model offers a clean, renewable source of energy solution for retail

customers based on blockchain technology with easy financing options and

investment opportunity via Solarex utility token for assured return with future

wealth creation.

Fig:3 – Solarex: Five-in-one Model

This is a new generation technology based Solar energy solution which will

unleash massive value from the unmet energy demand across Africa. The idea is
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to create something which is technologically advanced, financially self-

sustaining and assured value generation for long term investment. Solarex is a

combination of two business concept merged to create a unique self-sustaining

solar energy solution. As observed in fig3 above, Solarex business is envisaged

in highly profitable space where demand is outpacing the supply in all form of

energy across sub-Saharan African region. The plan is to develop comprehensive

distribution system via private grid to tap opportunity from urban and rural

market. This will bring greater long-term value from the investment in solar

assets. The solar solution will be developed on blockchain technology with

decentralized ledger for greater flexibility of customers who can transact in

power with the company and within the peer community in secured and

transparent manner. Utility token will be issued in phased manner in line with

life-cycle demand. This is critical enabler for business success. The solar farm

will supply power and customers will be making transaction through Solarex

utility token. Company will also provide complete Solar package on outright

basis. The interesting part of this model is to make the solar utility token issue

in phased manner to ensure token value and its appreciation over time. This will

be further enabled by life-time cap for Solarex token which will ensure long-

term value appreciation for the utility token. The business model will be further

broken down to sub-business areas with clear accountabilities for effective

execution.

2.2 Mobile App

We are going to develop Solarex App in both iOS and Android platform for

tapping the full potential of the market. It may be important for Solarex to do open

source and develop full security overs keys via hardware wallet wherever

necessary. Solarex App will also provide simple interface that makes billing unit

accessible almost on real-time basis along with other communication feature with

the company as shown in fig4 below;
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It will also have features for receiving and sending crypto currencies (Solarex)

with super-ease and absolute pleasure. Another very important features of the

mobile app is the SOLAREX MARKET PLACE, this will enable users in the

ecosystem to buy and sell excess energy within the ecosystem. To address

concern or fear of users losing data and information, an automatic backup

process will be built in the Solarex App. The whole idea of the App will be

driven by three core principles i.e. Security, Convenience and Protection from

loss of data.

2.3 Smart Meter

We will be rolling out the next generation Solarex Smart Meter to all our

customers, and the smart meters comes with display screen with Real time data

how much energy is been produced and consumed in SRX. The smart meter

represented in fig5 below communicates with the network and shares some

functionalities of the mobile app. In that way those that do not have access to

mobile devices can make use of the smart meter to access the ecosystem.

Fig4: Solarex App Platform
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The Solarex Smart Meter can seamlessly transmit your energy data: wattage,

voltage, current to your smart phone. It measures hourly, daily, weekly and

monthly power consumption and transmit Real-time values to Solarex Users

automatically. Apart from seeing your remaining SRX balance, the Solarex Smart

Meter also displays in Real-time, the Carbon Monoxide level (ppm) within your

apartment. This helps to curtail excessive inhalation of CO which accounts of

hundreds of deaths monthly in Sub-Saharan Africa. It comes with an indicator

which flips through the color range of Dark Green (Maximum Power) to infra-red

(depleted Power). The onscreen color indicator makes it easier for most users to

top up when the Wattage level on the Solarex Smart Meter has depleted

considerably.

Fig5: Solarex Smart Meter
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3.0 Value Creation

Fig6: Solarex Value Model

Solarex value model is typically defined by four words:

“energy sorted for all”

[with the application of new generation technology]

Solarex business model is typically focused with four words: “energy sorted for

all”. This is the number one strategy and the foundation for which Solarex

ecosystem will be build. To achieve such goal, Solarex team is fully committed

to ensure value-based offering for customers with convenience and value. The

idea is to make it available to all. The value creation is defined as in fig6 above.

The idea is to develop an efficient hybrid model of three business aspects into

one business initiative to derive maximum value and create one such futuristic

business for tomorrow’s world. While blockchain will provide the foundation

for the whole business model, the Solarex utility token will be used as
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transaction tool on digital mode to power ease and convenience with absolute

transparency and security. It will also act as a catalyst for driving the much-

needed financing for funding Solar PV to customers. The idea is to focus on

three areas from the beginning to develop one robust business in self-sustainable

manner with base technology, operational value and strategic or long-standing

value creation. The whole concept will be tested and stabilised in Nigeria as a

lunched pad and then move quickly to neighbouring countries in Africa and then

to countries like Nepal, Papua New Guinea, Pakistan and globally as show in

fig: 7 and 8 below.

Fig: 7 – Growth Plan
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We will start setting up solar farm with private grid in this phased manner

Towards this end, we will also go for retail, institutional & retail distribution.

Solarex will move fast with latest technology-based offer to tap first mover

advantage in the market with “pay as you go” offer on large-scale to ramp

business in near to medium-term. This is where Solarex is focused on greater

value offering for customers. It is delivered with utmost care, convenience and

security. This would be further pushed by the competitive price against

competition

On the other hand, Solarex utility token is being envisaged as financing tool for

the Solar package financing. However, the Solarex utility token will also be

pushed in the digital market as one of the most SORTH-AFTER CRYPTO

CURRENCY. Eventually, it will become great means of store for value over

Nigeria
Urban & Rural

Benin
Urban & Rural

Togo
Urban & Rural Ghana

Urban & Rural

Liberia
Urban & Rural

Kenya
Urban & Rural

Zambia
Urban & Rural

South Africa
Urban & Rural

Namibia
Urban & Rural

Cameroon
Urban & Rural

Africa
Urban & Rural

Nepal
Urban & Rural

Pakistan
Urban & Rural

Global

Burma
Urban & Rural

Solarex business expansion

Fig8: Solarex Growth
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long-term. While solar customers will pay for energy bill, service, or other

payment via Solarex tokens. From this point of view, Solarex token will become

a popular digital currency medium like fiat money for tomorrow. Over the years

the same token can be utilised for settling any other payment across digital

world. Here, the idea is to make the Solarex as popular as one of the top five

token in the World.

Fig: 9 – Solarex Utility Token Evaluation Model

The Company will always focus on critical evaluation of its Solarex token value

appreciation and keep customers, buyers and investors updated. Over the years

the same utility token can be utilised for settling any other payment across

digital world. Here, the idea is to make the Solarex as popular as one of the top

five utility token in the world. The model for evaluation is as stated in fig9

below. The idea is to ensure maximum safety and security of the investment of

token holder
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4.0 Roadmap
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5.0 Solarex Utility Token (SRX)

Each Solarex token is a unit of value as good as fiat currency and it is generated

with following features:

Token holders are entitled to hold equal value of

money in Solarex token based on the valuation

against dollar ($);

When acquiring Solarex tokens, all token holders

confirm, that the tokens bought by them are of no real-

value in open market;

The token holders hold token for buying or paying for any other purpose within

Solarex communities or with the company for declared purposes;

Effort will be made by the company to ensure that money invested in Solarex

utility token is protected for its values and deal with responsibly as shown in

fig10 below. SRX is not a security and our token owners do not receive any

dividend payments. Solarex token(SRX) is used to operate on the solarex

ecosystem. Token owners may sell the token to others if they don’t need them.

Fig10: Value Based Solarex Utility token
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5.1 Utility Token Generating Event

The term ICO (initial coin offering) is now becoming popular within the digital

world. Bitcoin is basically a distributed ledger which acts best as digital money – a

power of decentralization. Ethereum can do what Bitcoin does. However, it is

highly programmable and designed to accommodate a construction of complex

application. While Bitcoin produces “Coins”, Ethereum generates “tokens”.

Thereby one can say, a “Token Launch” an Ethereum thing. While the coins are

used as store of value, but tokens are much more advanced and generated out of

Smart Contract System (SCS). The utility tokens are highly programmable and

multifunctional. They transcend being just coin and provides array of

functionalities. Typically, they are not offered, they are generated. That is why, the

most precise term for launching Ethereum utility token can be described as a

“Token Generating Event” (TGE). The ICO and TGE are very similar but when

coin does one thing, utility token can deliver multiple benefits. In this whitepaper,

we have decided to launch our own Solarex utility token on an Ethereum protocol.

It will be highly programmable and designed to accommodate a construction of

complex applications for all future need. The Solarex system will be an advanced

and generated out of Smart Contract System. Token will be highly programmable

and multifunctional
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5.2 Solarex Utility Token and Distribution Details

Token Specification

Total Token: 2.4 billion Solarex tokens
The total number of Solarex utility tokens(SRX) created will be
distributed during the event. No more tokens will be created
after the event.

Token Name: Solarex (SRX)

Blockchain: Ethereum based ERC20 token

Events Details
� Token distribution events will last for 90days or

Until sold out

� The ICO hard cap is $120 million

� The soft cap is $5 million

� There is no minimum purchase

� The Event is in 5Stages – Pre-sale, Stage1,
Stage2, Stage3 and Stage 4.

� One stage will follow the other at the end of
the stage date or when the allocated tokens for
that stage has been sold out.

� Any unsold token in a given stage will
automatically be carried forward to the next
stage.

� At the end of the events, unsold token may be
moved to reserve and if that is the case, be
vested for 3yrs. Token is burnable,
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6.0 Utility token distribution

2.4billion Solarex Utility Token created shall be shared into 4 parts as shown in

fig11 below.

Only 75% of the total supply (1.8billion) will be distributed through the pre-sale

and crowd-sale event. During the pre-sale and crowd sale periods, contributions

will be received based on the Token Sale Terms and the token will only be

distributed to various exchange when token is listed on exchange at the end of the

crowd sale period.

10% of the total tokens (240million) will be allocated to the community pool

(Bounty Program/Bonus).

Another 2.5% of the total tokens (60million) will be allocated to Solarex team

members, advisors, future members, and other initial contributors to the network

with a 36month vesting schedule.

And finally, 12.5% of all tokens will be put aside for future network development

(reserve). These tokens will be locked up in a smart contract for a period of 3years

Fig11; Tokens Distribution
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6.1 Token Insurance
As part of transparent process in utility token distribution, company will be

allocating following % of utility tokens to various groups on a pre-determined

basis as shown in below fig: 6.

Figure Predefined Allocation of Tokens

Solarex utility token distribution will be done once a hard cap is raised or in 90

days after utility token distribution event launch. Solarex utility token issuance will

follow the well-defined process with complete protection within the accepted legal

framework. The broad principle for utility token distribution processes are:

● Investors may bid a desired sum of money

● Fixed number of Solarex utility tokens will be distributed with pre-
determined price

● Solar customers will buy Solarex token from time to time to pay for power and other
fees;

● The allocation process will be published and accessible for all token holders
at any time;

Marketing & Training 20%

Fig12: Token Insurance
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● The actual allocation will be done in proportion to investors pledged spend

● The excess payments will be refunded to investors

● The allocation will follow the principle mentioned below

Apart from the above, the important element of Solarex utility token distribution

model is that the utility token holders (or investors) must understand the terms of

purchase. When a token holder buy token, they agree to the “Terms of purchase”. This

makes them to agree for unit value of token as published on the day and using the

token for solar power transaction Each utility token is a unit of value against Solar

package.

7.0 ETH and Volatility

We will work overtime to ensure that the Solarex utility tokens maintain better
stability and are protected against unhealthy fluctuations. This would be done by:

● Sharing realistic, transparent and credible project document and information
for fair valuation

●Attempting to reduce differences between exchanges
●Working continuously against unhealthy rumours and unwanted information

spreading
● Investors and buyers will be encouraged to stay invested and look for long-

term growth opportunity and greater return

The above will also facilitate to gain long-term success for Solarex utility
token – ICO.

7.1 Date and time of Solarex launch (Important Dates)

Pre-Sale -----------------15/05/2018 00.00 GMT
ICO Stage1 ----------------- 15/06/2018 00.00 GMT
ICO Stage2 ----------------- 30/06/2018 00.00 GMT
ICO Stage3 ------------------15/07/2018 00.00 GMT
ICO Stage4 ------------------30/07/2018 00.00 GMT

ICO Ends 15/08/2018 00.00 GMT
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7.2 Acceptable Payment Methods

In order to give everyone a chance to buy solarex token during the Pre-ICO and the

different ICO stages, we have made it possible for you to make payment with the

following currencies

●Bitcoin
● Ethereum
● Litecoin

7.3 How to Participate

One can join the events by first of all registering on the website. You can then login

and make a deposit your account. Deposit can be mad using any of the currencies

above. You wait for deposit confirmation and check your member account to see if

the deposit has reflected in your account. On getting the fund in your account you

can then use the buy token tab to purchase your desire quantity of token. Once you

make purchase, you will see the amount of token you purchase in your account.

You can make unlimited deposit and purchase until the end of the crowd sale. Any

fund remaining in your account that was not used will be returned to you on request.

But note that you may be charge a processing fees.

You will be prompted to complete a form and upload document to adhered and

fulfilled the KYC (Know Your Customer) and AML (Anti-Money laundering)

requirements

Please see our participation guide and video for full guidance. And you can

contact us using any of the communication medium if you have any quarry.
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7.4 Returns

In general, contribution for Solarex utility token is non-refundable. However,

you can request a refund for any fund remaining on your account after the end of

the ICO.

7.5 Terms of sale

Readers are advised to refer to the “term of sale” as an annexure to this

document as prepared by the company’s attorney. This can be access at

https://solarex.io/cms/terms

8.0 Meet Our Team of Talents
We strongly rely on our team in order to achieve the goals of the Powering Africa

Project. We have assembled expert management team with a diverse range of

skills. These experts include engineers in the field of Solar Energy, Electrical

Engineers, Project Managers, and artificial intelligence, blockchain developers,

internet marketing, economics, and public relations. Our team have extensive

experience in large scale business implementations
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8.1 Advisors
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Conclusion

To summarise, Solarex Powering Africa project is a complete blockchain based

initiative geared towards resolving energy crises in Africa and many other parts of

the world that also suffer from energy shortage. At the same time serve as a

means to reduce carbon dioxide footprints and noise pollution. On completing the

development of the Solarex Ecosystem, Solarex will be on the road to become the

largest, most effective and sustainable blockchain based solar energy provider in

Africa offering energy at a cheap and affordable price for all and setting a new

standard for energy consumption and relentlessly focusing on customer’s

satisfaction at all time. Solarex Project will continue to lean into blockchain

adoption and leverage distributed innovations to serve the reliability and demands

of every country.

Solarex Powering Africa Project “energy sorted for all”
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Disclaimer

This whitepaper is intended to provide you a background to would-be token

purchasers. The solarex token sale will fund initial prototype development and

testing of the ecosystem presented here. It is expected that, as would any prudent

participant, the details presented in this document may change during pre-Stable

development and testing periods. Do read our terms and conditions of token sale to

get full details. The solarex team will be conducting a token launch to fund the

development of the solarex ecosystem that truly disruptive and democratize.

You are advised to read this disclaimer carefully before reading, accessing or

making any other use of this document.

This white paper is for description and for information purpose only. It is not an

offer or a solicitation to buy, sell or trade any securities or to invest in any financial

instruments. Registration is not intended to afford the holder any right in or claims

to any of the assets of our company or to in anyway share in any profits that the

platform may generate. By registering on our platform and engaging in the ico,

acknowledge agreeing to our terms and conditions. This white paper described the

current plan and vision for the solarex ecosystem. While we intend to attempt to

realise this vision, you must recognise that it is dependent on quite a number of

factors and subject to quit a number of risks. We do not guarantee, represent or

warrant any of the statements in this white paper, because they are based on current

beliefs, expectations and assumptions about which there can be no assurance due to

various anticipated and unanticipated events that may occur. The company,

founders, advisors shall not be liable for any losses that arise in any way due to the

use of this document and the contents contained herein.

The Token Sale and this White Paper have not been registered under any law or

regulations.

This document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in

any jurisdiction or country where (a) distribution or use of such information would
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be contrary to law or regulation; or (b) the company would by virtue of such

distribution become subject to new or additional registration requirements.

Accordingly, (1) this document on this site is NOT available to any jurisdictions

where (a) distribution or use of such information would be contrary to law or

regulation; or (b) the Foundation would by virtue of such distribution become

subject to new or additional registration requirements; and (2) any person comes

into whose possession this document is required to inform himself or herself about

and to observe any such restrictions.

By accepting and reading this document, you warrant and represent and agree that

you are not is a citizen, tax or permanent resident of a country where the purchase

of cryptographic tokens under the Token Sale is prohibited, restricted or requires

registrations of any kind. Please check with your local authority if you are not

sure.




